Cowichan Bowman
Field Course - Winter League Shoots

X ring = 6 points

Winter League usually runs from late October through to the end
of March on certain Sundays. Check website for up-to-date days
of shoots, or shoot anytime, in groups of 2+, and record your
scores on the wall chart in clubhouse.
Time: Practice – 9:00

Scoring – 10:00

Cost: Free to Cowichan Bowman and members of other clubs
Format:
One round of the 16 target field course - known distances
3 arrows per target; Total arrows= 48; Max score = 288
Groups:
Should be kept to a max. size of 4; Two people shoot at a time.
Stand within one meter of the stake, both feet behind the stake.
One archer in each pair shoots the entire round on the left side of
the stake and the other shoots on the right. In a group with 3
archers, the third archer is the second pair, and he/she shoots from
the left side. If there is room, all archers may shoot at once.
One pair will start the shooting at the group’s first target butt.
Pairs then alternate shooting first for the entire round. (hint – if a
pair starts on an odd numbered butt, they will always shoot the
odd number butts first. On the even numbered butts, the other pair
will always shoot first).
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20 cm targets: In the first
pair, the left archer shoots 1,
the right archer shoots 3. The
second pair shoots 2 & 4.
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Record your scores on the chart on the wall in the
clubhouse
Classes:






Men and Women
Compound moveable pin
Compound fixed pin
Recurve with sight
Barebow: (Recurve and Longbow)
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40 cm targets: The
first pair shoots 1
and 2. The second
pair shoots 3 and 4.

Target

Scoring:
Each ring out = 5, 4, 3, 2, 1

Double 60 cm targets:
The left archer in each
pair shoots 1 and the
right archer shoots 2.

Latest scores or more information:
www.cowichanbowmen.com and go to the
Winter League Field Shoot page under
Tournaments.

